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Task
Given an image of a musical score, identify the 
pixels corresponding to handwritten annotations  

(pixel-level semantic segmentation of images)



● Vectorize annotations and reconcile 
with MEI-encoded scores as SVG 
annotations

● MEI-encoded scores can be used to 
interactively and dynamically visualize 
different annotation sets

● Preparation of real or virtual 
performances informed by conductor 
annotations

● Extracted annotations could be 
grouped by type using existing shape 
classification techniques.

● Steps toward authorship attribution in 
multi-annotator scores

Why bother?



One approach
Supervised machine learning
(e.g. classical classifiers on features, deep CNNs) 

dCNNs promising results in other OMR 
applications
...requires ground truth
...laborious to collect/ (semi)expert task



Bell and Pugin, 2018

Annotations predicted by RaF classifier trained on GT 
from different page, same volume and marking artist

Annotations predicted by RaF classifier trained on GT from 
different page, different volume and different marking artist

One approach
Supervised machine learning
classical classifiers



Another approach
Unsupervised machine learning

Doesn’t require labeled data



Another approach
Unsupervised machine learning

Doesn’t require labeled data
...but not the full picture 
(see left)

(shown here: simple k-means clustering in colorspace)

Bell and Pugin, 2016



ideas/feedback

Today’s idea
Use unsupervised* approaches to speed up ground 
truth collection



ideas/feedback

Today’s idea
Use unsupervised* approaches to speed up ground 
truth collection

*we can also use image alignment and comparison to recover 
annotations by subtracting aligned copies. basically this means 
anything that can be done cheaper/faster than collecting class labels



Select all fragments that do not contain handwriting

Application 1: Screening tasks



Select all fragments that do not contain handwriting

We know (from cheap method):

- probability under the model that 
tile contains annotation

We ask:

- does tile contain annotation?

Applications:

- worker quality assessment

measure: accuracy

- identifying tiles with failure 
cases/contention

measure: interworker consensus 

Application 1: Screening tasks



Application 2: “Live” segmentation task 
feedback



Application 2: “Live” segmentation task 
feedback

We know:

- probability under model whether 
pixel contains annotation

We ask:

- does pixel contain annotation?

Applications:

- financial reward (accuracy bonus)

- other rewards (gamification)

- assigning better workers to 
harder tiles during a task



Lots of experiments with UI possible

vs. vs.

Measure (DV): accuracy, precision, time to 
completion, engagement, # corrections/undos, 
satisfaction (!) etc.



Lots of experiments with UI possible

vs. vs.

Other things to tweak (IV)

- feedback function
- tile size
- greyscale vs. color
- editor tools

(Of course we need ground truth for 
accuracy and precision too, but we 
can share the same image across a 
pool of workers)

Measure (DV): accuracy, precision, time to 
completion, engagement, # corrections/undos, 
satisfaction (!) etc.

- undo history size
- add “noise” to catch false 

+ves
- non-financial rewards (facts 

from LOD)
- reward closures



What’s in the red box?



Client (HTML/JS)

Vue

diva.js (IIIF)

pixel.js

What’s in the red box?
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(publishes)

Original score images
Estimated 
annotations

HTTP GET
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Client (HTML/JS)

Vue

diva.js (IIIF)

pixel.js

Server (Python)

(publishes)

Original score images

(receives)

Corrected 
annotations

Estimated 
annotations

Data quality 
estimates

HTTP GET

HTTP POST

update 
estimator
model



Crowdsourcing “Expert” annotators

Data quality estimates

Interested amateurs

increasing level of expertise

Ground truth

HIT Interactive 
interface to 
digital 
collections

“Expert” 
interface

Weighted 
combination/vote...

Casual gamers

Gamified task 
framing

increasing size of eligible participant pool
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